
“What matters is not whether a play is light-hearted or 
serious, but––be it comedic or otherwise––whether it 
speaks to people about their problems, how it speaks to 
them, what impact it has on them. . . We wish only to put 
on plays that meet certain standards of urgency, that 
are intellectually penetrating, complex, challenging, 
and powerful.”
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 -- Vaclav Havel, “The Kind of Theater We Want to 
Do,” from a letter to Alfred Radok, August 4, 1963
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The Company:

The Vaclav Havel Library Foundation (VHLF), together with the Bohemian 
Benevolent and Literary Association (BBLA), have partnered with Czech, 
Hungarian, Polish, and Slovak performing arts and cultural institutions to 
host the second year of a unique festival presenting the best in contemporary 

Central European theater. 
The festival is supported by The Bohemian Benevolent & Literary Association, 

NYC Cultural Affairs and New York City Council Member Ben Kallos. 
SPECIAL THANKS to Theatre for the New City’s Director, Crystal Fields, 
and the staff at TFNC for providing the theatrical properties for these visiting 

productions.

This production is supported by City of Prague, Ministry of Culture of the 
Czech Republic, Consulate General of the Czech Republic in New York, Czech 
Center New York and the Permanent Mission of the Czech Republic to the UN.

Thirty-three years separate two one-act plays that are connected by absurd 
humor and the characters of Vanek and Stanek. What happens when two 
writers meet—one who is not allowed to write and the other who writes 
whatever he wants? What if the first one has a surprising proposal for the 
second one? And what if the two of them meet years later when they can write 
freely but it is not working? Vaclav Havel’s dialogue confronts the dramatic 
attempts of a debuting author. To sign or not to sign? To act or just to talk? Did 
the elites fail or did we? Protest? Debt!

“Anyone who loves intellectual theater based on dialogue that undergoes 










